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Abstract

The first, theoretical part of this study pursues the question of how meaning was generated and how an ambivalent—or polyvalent—object, for example, an allegory, was or can be understood. The interweaving of acts of interpretations involving things, ideas, nature, and—in the specific case of a work of art—the artist, that is to say, the material history of matter and artistic traditions, can be described as allegoresis. As this study demonstrates, the scholar who most vigorously shed light on the medieval exegesis of nature through allegoresis was Friedrich Ohly. The second part of the essay is a case study of an object executed in émail en ronde bosse, combined with an extremely fine relief carved in mother-of-pearl, that unfolds the various layers of the object’s meaning through an analysis of the ambivalence of its iconographic motifs, its cultural origin (the courtly practices of gift-giving in French families), and its artistic origin in Paris about 1400, in the workshop of a goldsmith with an extraordinary expertise in only recently developed artistic techniques (rouge clair, émail blanc, painted enamel, and pointillé). The aim of this article is not to provide one interpretation of this object but, rather, to elucidate its ability to oscillate between multiple possible meanings and to reveal how insisting on just one of them would deprive the object of its ability to function in different contexts—secular and sacred.

Things are made of matter. Their form, their material, their functions, and their history provide a multitude of different references, all of which can be charged with allusive significance. The question at stake here is the role of matter in the production of meaning. Essential for the production of meaning are the spheres of things (Dingsphaere). Ernst Cassirer, introducing this term, differentiated between various spheres of things. According to him, spheres of life and semiosis were coextensive: “The relation of body and soul represents the prototype and model for a purely symbolic relation, which cannot be converted into either a relationship between things or into a causal relation.” For the German medievalist Friedrich Ohly, considering the modes of generation of meaning was crucial to revealing the array of notions a certain “matter” could have. He was particularly interested in the conditions of production for those meanings produced by a matter, substance, or subject that he dealt with. This “matter” can be either a story—for example, that one needs the blood from male goats to cut a diamond—or a concrete, material thing like a pearl. The posthumously published collection Die Perle des Wortes (The Pearl of the Word or The Word as Pearl) reveals how profound and world-spanning was one particular substance that attracted Ohly’s attention over his lifetime—the pearl.

The contribution of the spheres of a thing for the generation of meaning is particularly revealing if the object in question is ambivalent or polyvalent. The analysis of such a polyvalent “thing” is at the core of this essay: an object with multiple functions—reliquary, precious gift, pax, and portable altar—made from mother-of-pearl, probably in Paris about 1400 (Figs. 1 and 2). The most striking aspect of this object, besides the beauty of Christ’s body, is the ambivalence of its central scene, which oscillates between an angel Pietà and the Man of Sorrows, and, importantly, cannot be defined according to the iconographic conventions created and modified over the course of time by the artistic practice of invention and reinvention. However, the artist not only brought even more ambivalent motifs (e.g., Man of Sorrows/angel Pietà, siren/harpy, dead/alive) to the object but also put into play various ideas related to the material of mother-of-pearl itself.

To consider both aspects equally (the generation and the reception of meaning), I have chosen a twofold structure for my analysis. Taking the introduction of the term Dingbedeutung by Ohly as a point of departure, the first part of the essay reflects on the entanglement of matter and meaning in the generation of meaning—generally regarding its perception and cognition, a process that was described in medieval sources as allegoresis, as well as in the particular case of creating an ambivalent work of art or an allegory. To investigate the origin of, or at least some of the premises of, Ohly’s conception of Dingbedeutung, it is necessary to recall some insights of Ernst Cassirer and Erich Auerbach. The premises that undergird the new term Dingbedeutung are significant. First, the term is rooted in Cassirer’s distinction of spheres involved in the production of meaning. Second, Auerbach’s famous article on figura, a key text in the historiography of medieval allegory, is critical to understanding Ohly’s new term. Whereas Auerbach was interested in pursuing the changes in “meaning systems” in relation to notions of the term figura from Antiquity to the age of Dante, Ohly focused on the threefold meaning system itself.

Furthermore, I ask how an object was created that was invested with different levels of meaning, some of which even contradict each other, or at least create an ambiguous effect. Answers to these questions point in two directions from the...
chronology initiated from the moment the object was created: on the one hand, how the object’s meaning was created; and, on the other hand, how it has been and can yet be interpreted.

To understand the full meaning of an ambivalent material like a pearl in works of art, it is necessary to take into account not only the ambivalence of things in terms of their multiple meanings but also the full array of meanings (volle Dingbedeutung) that was already established at the time of the work’s creation. This array of meanings circulated through and is (partially) documented within the kind of texts Ohly and other modern scholars have studied. Ohly analyzed this textual heritage for the substance pearl with regard to how an artist with a scholarly background might bring an innovative perspective or ambition to his (or her) work. He combined the literary heritage for the substance pearl with regard to how an artist with a scholarly background might bring an innovative perspective or ambition to his (or her) work. He combined the literary heritage with traditions that were preserved in works of art themselves, such as iconographic conventions, the traditional meaning of the material pearl, its cult value, as well as aesthetic traditions. Finally, in examining an ambivalent substance, the desire for innovation, that is, for a break with tradition, must also be taken into account.

In the second part of the essay, a thorough analysis of an object made of mother-of-pearl and enamel demonstrates how different spheres involved in the production of meaning were masterfully deployed by an artist working in Paris about 1400. Considering a little-studied object, I explore how the work’s polyvalence might have been received, and, finally, what it means for art historians today to deal with such an objet ambigu, as Paul Valéry has put it. After its historical context as a gift between members of a noble family is introduced, its novel artistic techniques (émail en ronde bosse, pointillé) are described, techniques that identify the artistic context of its production with the workshops of Paris at the turn of the fifteenth century. At this time in Paris, fragments of the relic of the holy tunic were offered to various potential buyers by the Byzantine emperor Manuel II Palaiologos (1350–1425, r. 1391–1425), an event that may be implicated in the inclusion in the base of the reliquary of the relic wrapped in red cloth. Furthermore, the artful play of making the blood a painted smear on Christ’s body in conjunction with the red cloth in the hand of the angel and the one covering the relic of Christ’s tunic visible behind the window in the object’s towerlike base will be contextualized within the growing interest on the part of artists in the representation of drying blood, an interest evident, for example, in the use of different shades of red in painting and the development of a new enamel technique to improve the representation of blood (rouge cler). A further artistic innovation to be consid-

FIGURE 1. Reliquary, gold, mother-of-pearl, and enamel, 10.5 × 8 × 7 cm, Paris, ca. 1400, front view, stolen from Museu d’Art de Catalunya, Barcelona (photo: © Ramon Manent).

FIGURE 2. Reliquary, gold, mother-of-pearl, and enamel, 10.5 × 8 × 7 cm, Paris, ca. 1400, back view, stolen from Museu d’Art de Catalunya, Barcelona (photo: © Ramon Manent).
ered is the use of mother-of-pearl for the body of Christ. This specific material had not been used in a work of such high artistic quality before, nor had the play with the meanings attributed to the pearl been cultivated previously in such a sophisticated manner as it is in this object’s represented scene, where it figures the oscillation between life and death and simultaneously alludes to rebirth and/or virginal conception.

As Ohly’s works have demonstrated, to gain access to the meaning of things in the Middle Ages, it was essential to explore the world of meaning (Bedeutungswelt). In the medieval context, a thing (res) referred to the sum of possible spiritual insights and senses (Summe geistiger Sinnmöglichkeiten) established at its creation. Ohly distinguished between this polyvalent potential of things to signify and the importance of attending to precisely those properties of things, both external and internal to the thing itself, that were selected for emphasis in medieval exegesis or creative allegoresis in the work of modern interpreters of medieval sources. Thus, the potential sum of all meanings (significationes) of a thing (res), in both medieval and modern practice, is delimited by or predicated on terms of finite perceived or apperceived properties.

Discriminating between Dingsphäre and Bedeutungssphäre, Cassirer’s discussion of the role of matter for the production of significatio was, I suggest, crucial for Ohly. When Ohly was appointed professor at Kiel in 1958, he began his inaugural lecture not only with Hegel but also with reference to Cassirer. Cassirer differentiated between the spheres of things (Dingsphäre), the sphere of expression (Ausdruckssphäre), the sphere of representation (Darstellungssphäre), and the sphere of meaning (Bedeutungssphäre). In the act of cognition (Erkenntnis), the various spheres are interdependent, and the interlacing of the different spheres is constitutive for the production of meaning(s). According to Cassirer, the premise for this conclusion is that

the origins of art reach, as it seems, back to a sphere in which the activity of picture/image making [Bildens] is rooted in the circle of magical imagination [im magischen Vorstellungskreis] and focused on magical purposes in which the image itself does not yet have an individual, truly aesthetic meaning. Although already in the first steps of artistic practice [im Stufengang der geistigen Ausdrucksform] a new origin, a new principle is achieved. . . . From the sphere of the effect (in which the mythical consciousness resides) and from the sphere of the meaning, we are transferred to an area in which only the pure being, the inherent essence/being of the image is captured/mean/ferred to.

This opposition of art and myth, image and thing, of matter (res) and meaning (significatio), inspired Ohly’s term Dingbedeutung. Ohly concluded that the “fundamental concern of medieval philology” is to discover and identify the nature of both, of the voces (the sounds of a word alluding to something) and the res (the array of meaning of things). It was important to Ohly that something is lost in acts of translation between thought and language, between different languages, as well as between word and image: “The meaning of a word is pinched out in the reference to a single thing.” Contrary to the literal sense (Wortbedeutung, Buchstabensinn), the thing inhabits a world full of different meanings, which reaches from God to the devil and is potentially inherent in everything, with one word covering a plentitude of meanings. Ohly suggested a model wherein the literal sense refers extratextually to a world of signifying things, but where other senses might remain “in” the text (e.g., a tropological sense, possibly even an allegorical sense). To give an example, in the concrete case of a given text, the lion “cannot signify God or devil, but only one of them, and in another context the other.” The potential array of external meanings, going beyond the literal sense, is of particular relevance for works of art, which not only can allude to the external meanings but are also capable of establishing more than one allusion, creating a polyvalence of sometimes even contradictory meanings.

In the third and final volume of the Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, Cassirer draws an important conclusion: the symbolic forms he had compared in his monumental work cannot “stand on its own, but rely on their context and their mutual interdependencies. Intertwined, they contribute to the objective Sein and the sphere of the objective-theoretical meaning. To none of them can be attributed an isolated truth and validity; only in their whole, in the proceeding of steps and the system of cognition do they provide meaning.”

In his 1958 inaugural lecture, Ohly attempted to elaborate further the historical dimension of three- or fourfold meaning, explicitly mentioning several medievalists working on German literature: Julius Schwietering, Hans Glunz, and Erich Auerbach. The changes in the significatio of figura and figurate meaning (Figuraldeutung) in the Late Antique and medieval periods and related possibilities of producing and deriving meanings beyond the literal reading had been laid out most clearly in Auerbach’s famous “Figura” article first published in 1938 (in which he also quotes Cassirer). While Auerbach traces the differences in various “meaning systems” in relation to changes in the notions of the term figura from Antiquity to the age of Dante, Ohly focused on the threefold meaning system itself. In particular, he considered the widespread exegetically derived tradition from the school of St. Victor, which Auerbach did not treat at all. Ohly took as his point of departure the Victorine’s key phrase “non solum voces, sed et res significativae sunt” (not only voices [verbal expressions], but things also are meaningful).

At the end of the “Figura” article, Auerbach deals briefly with one of the most fundamental changes in Western image culture. Shortly before and during Dante’s composition of La divina commedia (Auerbach’s final example), monumental pictorial programs were developed in the Upper Italian cities, promoted by the rise of a protodemocratic political system.
based on civic power. Art historians use the term allegory to describe these images. However, allegoria remained a foreign word in medieval ekphrases, in aesthetic writings, or other writings about art, long into the Renaissance. Giorgio Vasari does not use the word, and only toward the end of the sixteenth century did the term become a common expression for enigmatic pictures or emblems, those pictures whose meaning was intentionally obscured by the artist. By contrast, figura or figura sacra were expressions used in the trecento and the terms most likely used for these pictorial inventions. For example, an inscription in the miniature in praise of Robert of Anjou by Convenevole da Prato (Fig. 3) reads, “Sum quia pictura paradisi facta figura” (I am the painted image of the eternal paradise). What we actually see is not paradise but a tree, a so-called arbor armoris. Enoch and Elijah, prophets considered to be eyewitnesses of paradise, kneel next to the tree. The third of

three full-page illustrations, a kind of multilayered frontispiece, the image plays on several layers of meaning in the text, with its use of pictorial terms (pictura, figura, exemplum, trophæum [sign], and imago), as well as the many layers of meaning in the image itself and the folio’s blank spaces.

In his article, Auerbach argues that the European figurative method dates back to the origins of Christianity, whereas the allegorical method derives from pagan-antique influences. According to Auerbach, the figurative approach is applied mostly to Christian motifs, while the allegorical mode is used for antique themes.27 Pictures like the illustration by Convenevole da Prato, however, exemplify how his distinction between figurative and allegorical structures is of limited use for understanding images. Auerbach’s rigid differentiation has been relativized more than once.28 The more fruitful interesting question regarding images is the question Auerbach poses but leaves unanswered: “Not fully clear to me is how far aesthetical ideas are defined figuratively.”29 The period around 1300—a moment when allegorical modes of representation in art undergo experience a decisive and major change (i.e., when they begin to speak of themselves as figura)—provided especially fertile ground for innovations on the part of artists and poets. Their creations reveal how artists understood visible things, both their concrete, established metaphoric meanings and how they refer to more general ideas (both visible and invisible), and, simultaneously, how artists attempted to find new speaking (visible) artistic forms equal to the challenge of alluding polyvalently to invisible content, the meaning, or else to evoke older, inherited forms.

This is where my object, the mother-of-pearl reliquary, comes in. As obsessive as Ohly was in attempting to track down the origin of meaning in various and variant layers of medieval legend, it is astonishing that he never turned his attention to the actual use of pearls, and specifically of mother-of-pearl, in the Middle Ages.30 To unfold the complex web of such intertwined interdependencies between container and content, matter and meaning, conventional iconography and artistic invention, and to demonstrate what might be gained by reflecting on the underlying mechanisms of meaning production, I want to cast new light on a tiny reliquary, now lost, that has received little scholarly attention (Fig. 1). At its center, the object displayed a shimmering body of Christ made of mother-of-pearl. From the vast body of sources Ohly compiled for the various conceptions of the pearl, he was especially interested in how the pearl’s meaning twisted and shifted over the arc of centuries across several, very different cultures. Stringing his findings together like so many pearls found in the depths of the ocean of written sources, Ohly identified several threads of tradition. However, he never included actual objects made of pearls or pictures in his analyses, nor did he examine artists’ exploitation of the material’s metaphorical and mythical dimensions.

This tiny reliquary (10.5 × 8 × 7 cm) was bought by the Museu d’Art de Catalunya in Barcelona in 1972 and was preserved there for only two decades before it was stolen in May 1991.31 Originally, it was a gift of Duke Pere d’Urgell (d. 1408) to his daughter Isabel of Urgell, duchess of Coimbra (d. 1443).32 The gift is mentioned in an inventory of the monastery of Sigena,33 where Isabel lived.34 The reliquary was made about 1400—certainly before the duke’s death in 1408—and not on the Iberian Peninsula, as Joan-Francesc Ainaud i Escudero suggested, but in Paris.35 It is equipped with a handle at its back (Fig. 2). Although Ainaud i Escudero identifies the object as a pax, the object’s original function (or functions) remains unclear. The object—a precious present at first—could have been easily carried in a procession; it may also have served as a private altar. Since the combination of a reliquary with a pax is highly unusual, and mother-of-pearl was frequently used for portable relic containers,36 in the remainder of this essay I will refer to the object as a reliquary, although I would like to suggest that it served multiple purposes and therefore carries with it multiple meanings.37

In the later Middle Ages, at the courts of Burgundy, the Valois, and elsewhere, valuable objects were given to noble family members and hosts of New Year’s Eve celebrations.38 These gifts were often made with precious materials like pearls, gemstones, or enamel en ronde bosse, a combination of materials in evidence in the famous Goldene Rössl, with which the Barcelona reliquary shares a number of technical and material similarities.39 Furthermore, such high-status New Year’s gifts were often imbued with a certain ambiguity regarding not only their appearance but also their function. Not only were they precious gifts, but they could also serve a large array of purposes (e.g., reliquary, private altar, pax, ostensorium, but also as a vessel for magical or valuable objects).40

What is so particular about this reliquary? First of all, it is unique with regard to its combination of three artistic techniques developed shortly before the date of the object’s creation and combined extremely artfully by the goldsmith. The angel’s right hand and face were made with émail en ronde bosse with émail blanche; his wings were made with painted émail (Fig. 2); and the translucent red of the Christ’s mantle, bunched in the angel’s left hand, was made with rouge clair (Fig. 1). In addition, the mythical creatures punched with tiny dots (pointillé) in the towerlike basement (Fig. 4) on which Christ and the angel are placed are as polyvalent as the main subject of the object itself: typically an angel Pietà shows either the dead body of Christ or the Man of Sorrow presented by one or more angels. Finally, the body of Christ is made of mother-of-pearl, a material that had never been used before in such a refined, artistic manner.

An angel holds, protects, and presents Christ at the same time. Contrasting with the splendor of the beauty of its surface, the dour expression on Christ’s face appears almost disconcerting. His crude face does not correlate with the accepted conventions for depictions of Christ, but it does emphasize his humaninity. He bears the wounds of the Crucifixion—made clearly visible through the use of the color red—but he is shown with his eyes half open. With his chin, the angel steadies the
left shoulder of Christ, whose red mantle has slid down and no longer veils his naked body, covering only the angel’s left hand. Two blue sapphires sit above the pinnacles, and a longitudinal spinel connects the heads of the angel and Christ.

A hexagonal crenellated golden tower serves as the base for the reliquary. Two winged creatures with claws—sirens or harpies—are chiseled into its golden wall with little dots. The fortress’s clear-cut golden edges and the subtlety of its shimmering skin of mother-of-pearl form a stark contrast to the lifeless fingertips of Christ. No other example of this iconographic type is known in which the contrasting moments of protection, support, and presentation are emphasized so strongly in the mise-en-scène. The deep subtlety of Christ’s shiny skin is carefully, even softly, held by the white fingers of the angel’s right hand and the veiled left hand, hidden in Christ’s red mantle. Christ’s head leans toward the raised right wing of the angel, as if the angel has just lifted its wing to softly envelop or support the head’s sinking weight. The interior of the wings reveal dainty layers of feathers, indicated by brushstrokes of white painted enamel against the dark blue background (Fig. 2).

A relic is preserved below the pinnacles and behind a crystal window. It is a piece of Christ’s tunic, wrapped in red cloth. A piece of parchment is attached to it, inscribed in black ink with the clearly visible words “De tunica domini.” It might have been part of the set of relics, including the bluish tunic of Christ, which the Byzantine emperor Manuel II Komnenos sent to Paris in 1399 after his failed attempt to use the tunic, together with other relics, as securities for a loan he had hoped to receive from the republic of Venice in 1395 after a year of siege by the Turks. Since the reliquary was made in Paris about 1400 and bought there by Pere d’Urgell, just as several fragments of the tunic of Christ were offered to potential buyers, the relic’s origin in the Byzantine emperor’s treasury is plausible.

Holger Klein has pursued the dispersal of the bluish tunic of Christ during Manuel’s desperate attempts to gain support from European emperors against the Turks: soon after his arrival in Paris, Manuel’s envoy, Alexios Branas, presented fragments of a bluish tunic of Christ that were believed to have healed the woman with the issue of blood, together with the sponge of Christ’s Passion, not only to the court of Aragon (in October 1400) but also to Charles III of Navarre (in early 1401) and to King John I of Portugal (on 15 June 1401). Shortly before Branas returned to Constantinople, the last piece of the tunic was sent to Queen Margaret of Denmark, in November 1402. Furthermore, a fragment of the tunic accompanied a letter by Branas to the anti-pope Benedict XIII and in July to Pope Boniface IX. The use of relics for fund-raising was a widespread practice, in part a financial transaction and also a politically motivated or diplomatic act. It was not only Byzantine emperors in urgent need of military assistance who opened their treasuries and divided famous collections of relics as part of their diplomatic gift-exchange; Charles V gave a set of Passion relics from the Sainte-Chapelle to both Louis of Anjou and his older brother.

Most relics were kept wrapped inside another piece of cloth for protection; in many cases, even such enveloped relics

FIGURE 4. Reliquary, gold, mother-of-pearl, and enamel, Paris, ca. 1400, 10.5 × 8 × 7 cm, winged creatures, stolen from Museu d’Art de Catalunya, Barcelona (photo: © Ramon Manent).
were presented ostentatiously, still “visible” behind rock crystal coverings. Since the Barcelona object was stolen in 1991, however, it remains an open question if a bluish fragment of the relic that belonged to Manuel’s collection was hidden inside the red cloth. Nevertheless, the red-tinted mantle of Christ is made of rouge cler and, except for the piece in the angel’s left hand, seems to have sunk fully into the towerlike base, to reappear again only behind the rock crystal covering. The two levels—the enclosed concrete piece of cloth and its imitation above in rouge cler—relate to one another in the imagination. The mantle made of rouge cler is a mise-en-scène of the relic of the holy cloth: the gesture of the winged creature formally recalls the gesture of the angels holding up the veil of the Veronica. The translucent red of the rouge cler emphasizes the relic—the mantle of Christ—as it simulates it in another medium.

Precious objects employing rouge cler were first produced in the last quarter of the fourteenth century. One of the oldest preserved objects using rouge cler for red vestments, flames, and shed blood is the so-called Royal Cup, made before 1380 and described in the Bedford inventories (compiled 1447–49). When the Barcelona reliquary was made, rouge cler had only recently been developed as a way to emphasize “fresh” blood in enamel. Its use was particularly widespread on three-dimensional objects made of émail en ronde bosse in Paris after 1400 (Figs. 5–7). These three tiny pendants from New York, Amsterdam, and Munich demonstrate a close relationship to the reliquary from Barcelona. All three present Christ on the verge of a transition between his two natures. The dead Christ...
is surrounded by John, Mary, and two angels in the enamel from New York (Fig. 5), while John and Mary are shown on the wings of the Amsterdam example (Fig. 6). In the Munich enamel, Christ is shown as the *imago pietatis*, presented by two angels; however, he seems rather alive, and the clouds indicate a glimpse of heaven (Fig. 7).

Previously, during the fourteenth century, translucent *basse taille* enamel was the dominant enameling technique. Flat silver plates or flat silver reliefs were chased and overlaid with translucent layers of violet, green, or blue enamel. They were often used for particularly precious reliquaries, such as the relic of the corporale, the altar cloth stained with blood after a host miraculously started to bleed in 1263 at Bolsena, a miracle provoked by a doubt-filled priest who begged God for a sign to strengthen his belief as he celebrated Mass (Fig. 8). The reliquary was made of translucent enamel with deep-cut reliefs by Ugolino di Vieri in 1337–39 (Fig. 9). It shows in thirty-two scenes the Passion of Christ and the story of the corporale. The enamels on this reliquary, housed in Orvieto, reveal the challenge artists faced in finding a tone of red adequate to represent fresh blood: due to differences in the melting points of the materials used for the different colors, red could only be used in an opaque form confined within single cells.

The technical restrictions of deep-cut enamel offered artists few choices for the representation of fresh blood: the result in Ugolino di Vieri’s example is a scene in which the most important aspect—the fact that the host is bleeding—can hardly be seen. The solution for this problem marked a turning point in the history of enamel techniques. As of about 1400, *rouge cler* was most frequently used on *émails en ronde bosse* for the blood of Christ. The depth of the red contrasted effectively with the pale whiteness of the corpse (Figs. 5–7). Producing the effect of fresh blood, still liquid and dripping out of the body, it was often used for the Man of Sorrows, as in the medaillon today in the Metropolitan Museum of Art at New York (Fig. 5) and the pendant housed in the treasury of the Munich Residenz (Fig. 7). In the same period painters evinced a particular interest in how blood changes color after it exits the body and congeals. They painted traces of coagulating blood not only to highlight references to established Christological topoi (the Passion, pain, sacrament) but also to generate a sophisticated play on
the pictorial (re)animation of a dying or already dead body. If painters around 1300 were particularly interested in depicting the flow of blood and tracing its runlets, by about 1400 they had come to focus on apparent changes in blood after it leaves a dying body. Different shades of red highlighted the processes of congealing and coagulating. In this way, artists introduced a temporal aspect to their works and pointed to blood’s role in sustaining life (Figs. 10 and 11). To replicate their observation of these changes in the color of drying blood, painters like Jean Malouel chose different shades of red, a visual tactic also mentioned by Cenino Cennini. Lorenzo Monaco went a step further and combined paint and lacquer, two completely different techniques, to produce certain shades of red and to secure his pigments on the panel. In his Crucifixion at Berlin, the two tones of red emphasize the pulsing blood, distinguishing between older and fresher blood. Particularly interested in the moments around the moment of death—the transition from life to death—painters highlighted a paradox: their painted bodies seem most alive when they are almost dead or have just crossed the border dividing life from the afterlife.

The artist of the Barcelona reliquary with Christ, however, used rouge cler for the representation of the relic’s origin, the mantle of Christ, and not for Christ’s blood. When he turned his attention to rendering that blood, however, he achieved another effect that deserves further attention: simulated blood is depicted by the blood smear on the silky shine of Christ’s body, bringing to life the soft, inner shine characteristic of objects made of mother-of-pearl. The body of Christ is not made of enamel but of mother-of-pearl; therefore, the smear of blood, framed by the crenellations of the tower, is made of paint, not enamel.

In no preserved object had mother-of-pearl been used for such a precious object and worked with such a high degree of artistic skill. This innovative use of the material suggests that the vibrant Parisian market for New Year’s Eve gifts demanded ever fresh novelties; in this case, trade from the East, which brought pearls and probably mother-of-pearl to Western Europe, encouraged the use of new materials. Until the beginning of the fifteenth century, mother-of-pearl was rarely used in Europe. Since the European freshwater pearl mussel (Margaritifera margaritifera) produces only rather thin layers of mother-of-pearl, the thickness and the color of the material incorporated in the Barcelona reliquary indicates that its mother-of-pearl most likely originated in south Asia. The piece used in the reliquary is both thicker and more precisely carved than any other pieces of mother-of-pearl preserved in older precious objects, like the reliquary of Břevnov dating from 1406, which includes several reliefs narrating the story.
of Christ’s Passion on a smaller scale. They are less distinct in their details and are carved in flatter relief than the Barcelona object (Figs. 12 and 13). In the case of the Barcelona reliquary, however, the rarely used material does not stage a mise-en-scène for an exotic foreign body but was instead sagaciously inserted into a web of established iconographic conventions. In an inspired fashion, the artist incorporated and modulated the material’s unusual effects—chief among them, its pearlescent shimmer—according to his Christological subject matter.

The hardness and thinness of mother-of-pearl requires special tools and extensive technical experience to carve. During this period, Parisian goldsmiths and cutters of gemstones had the necessary tools, knowledge, and repertoire of motifs. Moreover, the latter group was actively involved in modifying the conventional iconography of the angel Pietà, as a comparison with a contemporary onyx cameo carved in Paris demonstrates (Fig. 14). There is, however, no older angel Pietà extant that shows Christ as he is displayed in the Barcelona reliquary, with one angel and open eyes, that is, as the living Christ.

What might have motivated an artist to modify the existing iconographic traditions for the imago pietatis and the angel Pietà to produce a result as truly ambivalent (regarding Christ’s

FIGURE 12. Reliquary from St. Margaret, 1406, Prague-Břevnov (photo: © Ondřej Koupiš—Benedictine Arch-Abbey Prague-Břevnov, the Czech Republic).
position between life and death) as the reliquary with Christ made of mother-of-pearl? And why did the artist use mother-of-pearl in the realization of this deeply polyvalent work?

As mentioned before, Ohly’s obsession with revealing the varieties of meaning attributed to pearls led him to sources not only by Late Antique Christian and medieval and postmedieval authors like Johann Wolfgang von Goethe but also by authors from India and China, with attention to a range of religious traditions, including Judaism. Belief in the pearl’s origin in a marriage of heaven and earth is old and was widely disseminated from the second century, thanks to the Physiologus. A true theology of the pearl’s origin in heaven was developed in the early days of Christianity by Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Ephraim the Syrian. The vast scope of pearl lore surveyed by Ohly allowed him to describe the major semantic shifts that a single material—pearl—underwent over the course of time. For example, that the pearl was born from lightning, an idea widespread among Greek authors, became known to some Western scholars after the twelfth century. By contrast, the Islamic world’s ascription of the pearl’s creation to the tears that Adam and Eve wept over the death of Abel or to angelic tears remained unknown in the West. Until the early modern period, the genesis of pearls was considered a kind of virginal conception, while during the modern period, the dominant account understood pearls to result from injuries suffered by mussels.

Ohly was fascinated by how Christian exegesis of nature (i.e., Christian readings of the pearl’s origin) took the form of an allegoresis (i.e., a glossing of that process in terms of virginal conception): what is given by nature or is a product of a natural process becomes, as it were, a transparent nexus of different spheres of meaning. These meanings can be perceived either through methodological analysis or through a creative act of the mind. For Ohly, this exegesis of nature through allegoresis culminates in a mode of active contemplation in which a thing, like the pearl, reveals its hidden meaning and, by doing so, offers a productive point of view on a certain set of meanings. In short, this means that by looking at a substance from nature with a bit of imagination, one can project (Hineinsehen) a spiritual world into the natural world. Appropriated by this hermeneutic process, the thing itself becomes the core of interrelated spheres of meaning.

With this process of allegoresis in mind, the merging of two iconographic traditions—one showing Christ alive, the other dead—in the Barcelona reliquary acquires even more striking significance: the result is the effect of ambiguity. The beholder is facing a thing filled not with one meaning (Dingbedeutung) but with a whole array of (varying) meanings. To read such an object in the later Middle Ages would require the practice of allegoresis.

The object’s powerful ambiguity is also evident in the details of the artist’s staging of Christ (Fig. 1). The iconographic type of the Man of Sorrows is a fictive scene, an Andachtsbild. Although a “timeless” image (not referring to a
specific moment during the Passion), in the Barcelona reliquary Christ’s shimmering body seems almost weightless, indicated by the feathery wing holding him softly. In contrast to Christ, the angel, clearly rendered as a heavenly creature, nonetheless appears more present, real, and concrete than Christ owing to his opaque whiteness. Playing shimmering body against angelic opacity, the artist points to the moment when Christ’s earthly body was glorified and on its way to heaven. Are his limbs already filled with eternal life and therefore full of shimmering luminescence? As the angel’s finger draws the eye to the traces of fresh blood slightly smeared under its tight grip, it points to the paradox of animation: to the paradox of being dead, yet alive.

This productive ambiguity is realized in material terms, both by means of mother-of-pearl’s aesthetic appearance and through its allusive invocation of the array of meanings to which it refers. In short, by joining its sphere as a thing with the sphere of meanings, the specific appearance of the matter used for the body of Christ—mother-of-pearl—renders the Man of Sorrows an already transfigured semblance. Furthermore, the material’s color implies an allusion to the host, which, through its transformation from dry wafer into the body of Christ, incorporates a double reference to Christ’s two natures, even if the scarcity of reliable sources about private devotion leaves it an open question as to how or if looking at such a reliquary would have been considered an act of a spiritual, or ocular, communion. What can be said with certainty is that the specific appearance of the material used, mother-of-pearl, invited artistic play on the ambivalence that the body of Christ evoked in late medieval beholders. A medallion made of mother-of-pearl a few decades later that depicts Christ either just rising from death with his feet still within the tomb or as the Man of Sorrows presenting his wounds merits close comparison (Fig. 15).

Preserved at Basel, the medallion presents the figure of Christ with his upper body turned almost 180 degrees to the right. His grieving mother has fully sunk down and is holding his lower right arm with a subtle grip. John’s face, with deep rings under the eyes, likewise bears signs of strong grief. His left hand cradles his left cheek, alluding to deep melancholy, while his right hand reaches out to hold Christ’s left elbow. Christ, however, is full of life with his eyes wide open. The twisted body, the gesture of his right hand that displays his side wound, the open mouth, and, last but not least, the shimmer of the material—mother-of-pearl—present him as alive. It remains unclear if this carved episode depicts Christ in the final moments of his earthly life or as having already assumed his heavenly body. Nor is this ambiguity peculiar to this particular object: it is shared by many artworks depicting the Man of Sorrows or the Pietà, works showing Christ at the threshold between earthly and heavenly presence.

The choice of mother-of-pearl for Christ’s body in a range of objects (such as the Basel medallion and the Barcelona reliquary) is a little surprising if one considers the broad array of notions attributed to pearls in Late Antique and medieval writings. In Ohly’s extensive study of pearls and their meanings, as known to ancient and medieval authors, one important aspect of pearl lore comes into play, an association that might have inspired the goldsmith’s choice of materials. As Ohly pointed out, already for Clement of Alexandria pearls stood as an image for the Incarnation and, as a kind of corollary, for the Immaculate Conception. Pearls alluded to the topos of “the luminous logos-pearl in the flesh of a clam,” as the early Christian author put it. Conceived and growing within clams, pearls were the perfect fruit of the conjunction of the high and the low, of heaven and earth. As a metaphor and a symbol for the virginal conception of Christ, pearls were often used in treasure objects. On the one hand, as figured by pearls, Mary could be allegorically assimilated both to Venus and to the circumstances of her birth from foam at the Cypriot seashore. On the other hand, the shimmering materiality of mother-of-pearl could be glossed in explicitly Christological terms. In the words of Clement of Alexandria,

A pearl is also the luminous and most pure Jesus who was born by the Virgin from divine thunderbolt. For, like the pearl, born in flesh and shell and dampness, a body is moist and extremely shiny and full of pneuma, so also
the God-Logos is spiritual light incarnate, sending His rays through a luminous and moist body.\textsuperscript{74}

Both levels of the Barcelona reliquary (Christ’s body above and the base in the shape of a tower with winged creatures punched into its side walls) are drawing on such references to the sea- and froth-born creatures. Mary—being conceived virginally and as giving birth to God’s son—has therefore often been compared with the froth-born Venus. Furthermore, the sirens were considered daughters of the sea.\textsuperscript{75} Equally, whether the creatures punched into the side walls of the reliquary’s base are sirens or harpies,\textsuperscript{76} a beholder closely examining them would have simultaneously encountered his or her reflection in the reflective surfaces of the reliquary juxtaposed with these monstrous inhabitants of the golden tower (Fig. 4). In this mirrored conjoining of the beholder and the miniature forms of metalwork, harpies might have called to mind the medieval legend that tells how the harpy eats men in the desert and then cries about them when she sees her mirror image. As a result of her divine likeness—manifest in her remorse—God takes pity on the harpy.\textsuperscript{77} If one considers the reliquary’s potential reference to this mythological conjunction of savagery and contrition seriously, the visual pun effected by the object’s optical effects and iconographic configuration would seem to offer an allegorical lesson in the self-awareness of the sinful man. Or, with more immediacy and less allusive charge, one could read the two winged creatures as apotropaic forces watching over the tower. Indeed, if, as seems probable, genuine ambiguity was the goldsmith’s goal, it is a mark of his success that the reliquary lends itself equally to both interpretations.

To ensure that none of these “meanings”—each relating to a different sphere rooted in the various materials used for making this object—was lost, the goldsmith created a stark interplay between angels/Veronica, sirens/froth-born Venus, the mother-of-pearl material of Christ’s body, and the blood of the earthly body of Christ. If one takes the metaphorical associations of mother-of-pearl seriously, the following reading of the stones seem obvious.\textsuperscript{78} Together with the blue sapphires, the origin of the mother-of-pearl from a seashell suggestively evokes water, and the traces of blood on Christ’s body, the red mantle, and the red spinel (between the heads) point to blood. Blood and water flowed from the wound in Christ’s side when he died an earthly death, but he received his heavenly body during his Resurrection. This body is immortal, transcendent. Therefore, it is principally invisible and cannot be represented. The reliquary represents the skin of Christ and the blood of the Passion with the finest artistic media of its time, in a kind of heavenly matter. The crenellation with pinnacles is often read as allusion to the Heavenly Jerusalem that will hover over earth on the last day, precisely at the point when humans will finally be able to see Christ again, in his new body.

In the Barcelona reliquary, the specific appearance of the mother-of-pearl used for the body of Christ, suggestively renders the Man of Sorrows as an already, if mysteriously, transfigured semblance. The Man of Sorrows is a fictive scene, an Andachtsbild. Artists had started in this period to play around with iconographic conventions, although they do not go so far as to merge the Man of Sorrows with the Pietà, and present a living Christ showing his wounds as Mantegna does.\textsuperscript{79} As the angel presents the wounded body of Christ at a certain point between the death and its resurrection, are his limbs already filled with eternal life and therefore full of glow?

In his case study of the constellation of diamond, male goat, and blood (Diamant und Bocksblut), Ohly privileged insights derived from a history of an allegorization toward the development of an analysis of Einzeldingallegoresen (allegorization of one thing), a mode of allegorical discourse distinguished, for Ohly, by virtue of its manifold disclosures of secret knowledge about nature, culture, and thought. The intrinsic relationship between nature and art that Ohly discerned in such allegoresis encompasses the step from matter to meaning, from things to signification. The increasing interest evinced by artists in mother-of-pearl and blood during the later Middle Ages demonstrates that these shifts had tangible, productive results. This article also argues for the importance for the history of allegorical representation of objects whose representational strategies cultivate and deploy ambiguity in sophisticated and often irresolvable ways. Thus far, this history has been written almost exclusively on the basis of either literal or pictorial forms of representation. However, the Barcelona reliquary’s play with the ambiguity of its represented figures (Christ and the winged creatures) is not only intrinsically related to contemporary solutions in painting and the Pietà with One Angel (Fig. 14) but also to the metaphorical and mythical dimensions of the material used—mother-of-pearl—which adds a new level of playfully interlaced spheres to the production of meaning.

A close reading of an object that had previously evaded the art historical search for hidden meanings has shown how fertile the intertwining of two spheres of meaning, rooted in the matter of blood and of the pearl, were for medieval artists. And, last but not least, it shows how fruitful it can be for modern art historians to attempt to untangle these spheres of material and meaning, of res and significatio, and to analyze their impact on the generation of meaning from ambivalence.
soll: Das Ding hat so viele Bedeutungen wieviel Eigenschaften es hat. 


4. While extensive scholarship has been dedicated to individual types of me- dieval allegory, few theoretical approaches treat the functions and nature of medieval allegory and allegoresis. Most literature on allegory is based on concepts for allegory developed in seventeenth-century literature— itself rooted in and inspired by the changes in allegories in paintings around 1600. The most influential theoretical approaches to the subject are by scholars working on allegory in literature, which had experienced strong influences by the allegorical paintings made around 1600, in other words, by Walter Benjamin, Paul de Man, Samuel Fletcher, and Anselm Haverkamp. For the recent attempt to investigate Auerbach's concept of figura, see C. Kiening and K. Mertens-Fleury, Figura: Dynamiken von Zeichen und Zeiten (Würzburg, forthcoming).


6. Ohly’s analysis of legends and theological thought is based on the idea that allegoresis culminates in a mode of active contemplation, in which a thing like the pearl reveals its hidden meaning to both the artist or poet creating an allegory and the interpreter.


8. As mentioned before, there is still a gap in art historical research defin- ing the nature of the medieval allegories from a theoretical point of view and how it differs from the medieval traditions of figura, allegoria, and exegetical practices.


Die bedeutungshaltigen Eigenschaften des Dinges sind gegeben in seiner äußeren Erscheinungsform (visibilis forma) und in seinem inneren Wesen (invisibilis natura).”

10. E. Cassirer, Philosophie der symbolischen Formen, 4 vols. (Berlin, 1923–31). This study in cultural philosophy was his most important work. It was widely read again after the end of World War II and was explicitly quoted by Ohly and Auerbach. For Cassirer, Kant, and Hegel, see G. Kreis, Cassirer und die Formen des Geistes (Berlin, 2010); T. Trummer, “Humanismus, Befriedung und Freiheit: Zu Panofsky, Cassirer und Heidegger,” in Festschrift für Götz Pochat: Zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. J. K. Eberlein (Vienna, 2007) 391–400; and P. Müller, Ernst Cassirers “Philosophie der symbolischen Formen” (Darmstadt, 2010).


18. Cassirer, Philosophie der symbolischen Formen, 3:443: “keine dieser Formen (mathematische, logische und physikalische Erkenntnisformen) für sich allein, sondern daß sie nur in ihrem Zusammenhang und ihrem
wechselseitigen Ineinandergreifen das objektive ‘Sein’ und die Sphäre der objektiv-theoretischen Geltung aufbauen—daß also keiner von ihnen eine schlechtlini isolierte Wahrheit und Gültigkeit zukommt, sondern daß sie diese immer nur im Ganzen, im Stufengang und System der Erkenntnis besitzen.”

19. Ohly, “The Spiritual Sense of Words,” 25: “The Middle Ages as a general rule understands three stages of the spiritual sense of the word and generally denotes the first of these three steps as allegory. Above the foundation of the historical or literal sense of the word rises a superstructure—so called by the Middle Ages themselves—of the three levels of spiritual sense of Scripture: the allegorical, the tropological and the anagogical senses.” Cassirer’s somewhat condensed summary of the same point, reads differently; Philosophie der symbolischen Formen, 2:50: “Die mittelalterliche Philosophie hat in dieser Deutung einen dreifachen Stufengang, einen sensus allegoricus, einen sensus anagogicus und einen sensus mysticus unterschieden.”


28. In his critique of Auerbach’s dichotomy (figural/allegorical), G. B. Laderer emphasizes the importance of other areas of knowledge and refers to other predecessors, e.g., scientific illustrations; see Laderer, “Medieval and Modern Understanding of Symbolism: A Comparison,” Speculum, 54 (1979), 223–56, here 237.


30. Despite the fact that a significant number of religious objects made of mother-of-pearl have survived, some from the fourteenth century and a multitude of objects since the mid-fifteenth century, the body of scholarship on these objects is relatively small. The production of objects made from mother-of-pearl is documented at Zürivnice since the middle of the thirteenth century. An early mention is found in an inventory at Hildesheim, describing the treasure received by Conrad Schade on 15 March 1409: “matrem perlarum cum reliquiis.” See R. Döbner, “Schatzverzeichnis des Dom zu Hildesheim aus dem Jahre 1409,” Anzeiger für Kunst der deutschen Vorzeit, N.F., 25 (1878), 207–13, at 207–8. In late medieval German, mother-of-pearl is described with the terms perlmutter, perlmutter, or berlinmutter, while the expression in the Romanic languages goes back to the Persian nakar, from which comes, e.g., the French nacre. The following studies have contributed to a corpus of the extant works: A. Büttner, Perlmutt: Von der Faszination eines göttlichen Materials (Petersberg, 2000); idem, “Spätgotische Perlmuttreliefs in den Museen Kölns,” Wallraf-Richtartz-Jahrbuch, 61 (2000).
37. The monastery of Santa María de Sigena is located at Villanueva de Sigena, Aragon (Spain). It was erected between 1183 and 1208, by or for Pedro de Aragón, Conde de Urgell and el de Violant de Bar,” during the Spanish civil war it suffered severely in a fire of 1936 and was restored only in the 1950s.


39. Points of comparison include the use of pointillé, same type of gemstones, the émail en ronde bosse, the use of rouge cler, and the ambivalence of its function.

40. Similar objects were used as table dishes and decoration. As Christina Normore’s contribution to this issue demonstrates, these objects could initially have had a more profane use as a saltceller and only later were transformed into a reliquary.

41. Similar winged mythical creatures can be found in the marginal decorations of books of hours and other manuscripts. Harpies had the reputation of being invulnerable; however, for long periods of the Middle Ages they were little known, whereas sirens had been described by Isidore and were included in bestiaries. This changed when Thomas of Cantimpré wrote his encyclopedic tract, the Liber de rerum naturis, in which he describes harpies within his vast account of birds. See Thomas of Cantimpré, Liber de rerum naturis: “Arpia avis est, ut dicit Adelinus, in remotis mundi loco, qui Strappedes dicitar in solitudine iuxta mare Jonicium. Rabida fame fere semper insaciabilis est. Ungues habet aduncoes et ad discerpendum et rapiendum semper paratos. Hec faciem tantum habet humanam, sed in se nichil virtutis humanae. Nam ferocitate grassatur ultra humanam modum. Hec primum hominem quem viserit in deserto dictur occidere. Inde cum fortuita aquas invenerit et faciem suam in aquis fuerit contemplata, mox sui similem hominem occidisse perspicatum immunde, et hoc aliquando usque ad mortem, plangitque omnem tempore vitae sua. Hec avis aliquando domiciata loquitur docta humana voce, sed ratione caret.” See Thomas von Cantimpré, Liber de naturis rerum, Redaktion III (Thomas III), Text der Handschrift M1 (München, BSB, Clm 2655), verbessert nach den Handschriften C1 (Cambridge, Mass., U.L., Riani 19), Me1 (Melk, Stiftsbibl., 1707), Li1 (Lilienfeld, Stiftsbibl., 206) und K1 (Klosterneuburg, Stiftsbibl., 1600), erarbeitet von der Projektgruppe B2 des SFB 226 Würzburg-Eichstätt unter Leitung von Benedikt Konrad Vollmann.

42. The technique of punching with dots (pointillé, Punktpunzierung) had been used by goldsmiths at Paris since 1350. It gained particular popularity when used in combination with émail en ronde bosse about 1400; N. Strattof, “De opere punctiti: Beobachtungen zur Technik der Punktpunzierung um 1400,” in Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Das Goldene Rössl: Ein Meisterwerk der Pariser Hofkunst um 1400 (München, 1995), ed. R. Baumstark and R. Eikelmann, 131–46.


44. H. Klein, “Eastern Objects and Western Desires,” DOP, 58 (2004), 310–11: “In early October, Manuel’s envoy Alexios Branas appeared in person before the king, carrying a chrysobull and two more relics, namely, a fragment of the blush tunic of Christ that had healed the woman with the issue of blood and the sponge of Christ’s Passion. From the court of Aragon, Alexios Branas continued on to the court of King Charles III of Navarre, where he arrived probably in early 1401 with another chrysobull, a particle of the True Cross, and a piece of the same tunic of Christ that King Martin had already received.”


48. This argument is further developed in the third chapter of my forthcoming book, B. Fricke, Beautiful Genesis: Creation, Procreation and Mimesis in Late Medieval Art.


50. This might be seen as a reference to Scholastic debates about the possibility of a separation of the dead body from the veritas divinitatis during the triduum; C. W. Bynum, Wonderful Blood: Theology and Practice in Late Medieval Northern Germany and Beyond (Philadelphia, 2007), 118–19.

51. In the second half of the fourteenth century several bleeding hosts occurred in various parts of Europe. In some cases they were related to Jewish-Christian conflicts (e.g., at Bad Wilsnack in 1383 or in 1369, when Wenzel of Luxemburg accused Jews of making bloodstained hosts in Brussels); ibid.

52. Pope Urban IV had sent the bishop of Orvieto to Bolsena to verify the miracle and to bring the corporeal, its visible (bloodstained) proof, to Orvieto. The story of this translation is illustrated in the frescoes by Ugolino di Prete painted in 1357–64 in Orvieto. They show the story of the miracle, the translation of the corporeal, and the miracles of holy hosts: e.g., St. Gregory elevating the host; the host transforming into a little boy to convert a unbeliever; the story of a fisherman who fed a host to a fish, was sorry for it, and received it three years later unchanged; St. Hugo who on his deathbed rejected an unconsecrated host and, after receiving a consecrated host, was carried to heaven; the story of a Jewish boy who received communion and surviving being put into an oven by his own parents; and the story of the host transforming into a little boy during confrontations between Saracens and Christians.


54. Combined with rubies for the drops of fresh blood, rouge cler was also applied to the wound above John’s eye on the plate in the treasury of the cathedral of Genoa. The artist, working about 1400, reused an antique plate. The plate uses gold and émail en ronde bosse to show a small head of John the Baptist. It was commissioned by a Valois prince and donated to the cathedral of Genoa by Pope Innocent VIII, from Genoa, who had inherited it from John Balue, a French cardinal. For the wound about the eyebrow, see H. Arndt and R. Kroos, “Zur Iconographie der Johannesschüssel,” Aachener Kunstblätter, 38 (1969), 242–328, at 301–6; and I. Combats Stubbe, “Die Johannesschüssel: Von Narrative zu Reliquiary zu Andachtsbild,” Marsyas, 14 (1968/69), 1–16. For the iconography of such heads and changes in the iconography, see B. Baert, “A Head on a Platter. The ‘Johannesschüssel’ or the Image of the Mediator and Precur sor,” Jaarboek Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, 2003 (2006), 8–41; idem, “’The Head of St John the Baptist on a Tazza’ by Andrea Solaro (1507): The Transformation and the Transition of the Johannesschüssel from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance,” Critica d’arte, 29/31 (2006), 70–82; idem, “Le plateau de Jean-Baptiste: L’image du médiateur et du précurseur,” Graphé, 16 (2007), 91–125. For the functions of these plates with the head of John the Baptist and their use as reliquaries, see Arndt and Kroos, 252–60; and for their use in plays, most recently G. Geml, Frühe Johannesschüsseln (Diplomarbeit, University of Vienna, 2009), 43–57.

55. In sculpture we can observe a similar obsession with blood. A closer look at the Roettgen Pietà reveals the artist’s interest in heaping up layers of coagulated blood, cut out of matter (wood) like the petals of a flower around the side wound; see Fricke, Beautiful Genesis, chap. 3.

56. Cennino Cennini, Libro dell’arte o trattato della pittura, chaps. 148–49, CXLVIII–CXLIX [170–71], translated as Cennino d’Andrea Cennini, The Craftsman’s Handbook: The Italian “Il Libro dell’Arte,” trans. D. V. Thompson (New York, 1933). “And likewise, when you have got them almost covered, make another still lighter flesh color from this light one, until you get the major accents of the reliefs up to straight white lead. And mark out all the outlines with dark sinoper and a little black, tempered; and this will be called ‘sanguine.’ And manage the hair in the same way, but not so that it looks alive, but dead, with several grades of verdaccio. . . . To do this, that is, to paint, a wounded man, or rather a wound, take straight vermilion: get it laid in wherever you want to do blood. Then take a little fine lac, well tempered in the usual way, and shade all over this blood, either drops or wounds, or whatever it happens to be.”

57. Mother-of-pearl is the interior or middle layer of shells. In contrast to the post-Columbian period, the early trade with south Asian regions and the trade in pearls from the Indian Ocean are much less researched; A. R. Lewis, “Les marchands dans l’Océan Indien,” Revue d’histoire économique et sociale, 54/4 (1976), 941–74; M. Mollat, Sociétés et compagnies de commerce en Orient et dans l’Océan Indien: Actes du VIIIe Colloque international d’Histoire maritime (Beyrouth, 5–10 septembre 1966) (Paris, 1970), Robert-Henri Bautier (Bautier, “Les relations économiques des occidentaux avec les pays d’orient, au moyen âge: Points de vue et documents,” in ibid., 264–331) has shown how Near Eastern cities functioned as transit sites for the trade between Europe and Asia; e.g., Beirut and Alexandria were the major transit sites, from which several Catalan ships departed to Europe (according to documents from the Aragon archives). One can differentiate between two main routes: one from Kollam/Quilon in India via Basra, Baghdad, and Aleppo to Venice; and the other from Calcutta via Aden, Cairo, and Alexandria, also to Venice; K. S. Matthew, Portuguese Trade with India in the Sixteenth Century (New Delhi, 1983), 10 ff. Other locations from which ships departed for Aleppo, Cairo, or Alexandria were Genoa, Marseille, and Aigues-Mortes. Ships carried spices, color pigments, and other valuables from the Orient to European cities. Bautier, 296: “Dans les quatre années 1395, 1399, 1404, 1405, Venise envoie sur Beyrouth une muda annuelle de 3 à 5 galées qui y enlèvent de 200 à 400 tonneaux d’épices fort diverses: en tout, elles chargent en quatre ans 439 tonnes de poivre, 460 de gingembre, 75 de girofle, 55 de cannelle, 15 d’indigo, 6 de noix de muscade, et une cinquantaine de tonnes d’épices variées, outre de la soie et des perles (dont on compte 50 sazi, soit 1 marc vénétien, en 1404).”

58. The piece employed is 6.4 cm long, 4.3 cm wide, and up to 0.4 cm thick. Most likely the origin of the pieces of mother-of-pearl incorporated into the object was a sea pearl mussel (Meleagrina margaritifera L. or Pinctada margaritifera), which can be found in the Persian Gulf as well as in the Indian Ocean in depths from 6 to 50 meters, or a green ormer (Haliotis tuberculata) from the Mediterranean Sea; Bütten, Perlmutt, 11–12. The main areas for pearl fishing were between the Indian mainland and Sri Lanka or in the Persian Gulf; O. Mugler. Edelsteinhandel im Mittelalter und im 16. Jahrhundert mit Excursen über den Levante- und asiatischen Handel überhaupt (Dissertation, Munich, 1928), 20 and 33. A few nautilus shells are recorded in European medieval treasuries; the oldest dates to the turn of the fourteenth century. J. Rasmussen, “Mittelalterliche Nautilusgefäße,” in Studien zum europäischen Kunsthandwerk: Festschrift Yvonne Hackenbroch, ed. Rasmussen (Munich, 1983), 45–61. The oldest preserved artifact is a lid matching the shape of a nautilus bowl made for Philip IV, ca. 1300; ibid., 46–47; and Huiseman, Pretiosa, 33. A drawing of a nautilus bowl in the shape of a cock is dated to 1340–60; see H.-U. Mette, Der Nautiliapokal: Wie Kunst und Natur miteinander spielen (Munich, 1995), 149–50.


61. Depending on its source, the hardness of mother-of-pearl (the Moh’sche Härte) varies from 2.5 to 4. The European pearl mussel was called Margaritifera by Carl v. Linné and named Margaritana by the Danish scientist Christian Frederik Schumacher in 1817. Linné knew this mussel ever since his travel to Lapland in 1732, upon which voyage he observed a pearl fisher and made a sketch. For his later attempts to produce pearls like the Chinese, he used the mussels living in rivers (Unio pictorum).


63. Clement of Alexandria describes Christ as the scintillating logos-pearl in the flesh of the mussel/Mary; Ohly, “Die Geburt der Perle,” 296.

64. Origen interprets the light of the pearls in the words of the prophets as being revealed in its full clarity and brightness in the Logos Christ; see Ohly, Die Perle des Wortes, 61–63.


66. Ibid., 289: “In der schon im zweiten und dritten Jahrhundert bei Origines und im ‘Physiologus’ ausgedacht vorliegenden christlichen Naturauslegung in Form der Allegorese wird das Naturgegebene durchsichtig gemacht auf Bedeutungsdimensionen hin, die durch ebenso methodische wie schöpferische Geistesbewegungen gefunden und erschlossen werden.”

67. Ibid.: “Die spirituelle Transparenz des Schienenden in der Natur ergibt sich durch eine tätige Betrachtung, die dem vordergründigen Ding durch Aufdeckung seines hintergründig Sinns die produktive Perspektive auf in ihm angelegte Bedeutungshorizonte hinzuverleiht.”

69. This interpretative reading would conflate the meanings adduced from the nature of the pearl (its origin in layers) and some, but not all, of the meanings attributed to the pearl in the textual tradition.

70. Evidence about this practice in written sources is scarce and vague. It is hard to say if such a practice, repeatedly claimed in recent literature as a late medieval spiritual practice, ever existed. I would follow C. M. A. Caspers’ estimation, that piety centered on the Eucharist included mental preparation for communion and an inner act to receive and “fulfill” the communion; however, that does not automatically mean that Eucharistic piety meant just looking at the consecrated host. Furthermore, various magical effects were attributed to looking at the host, the so-called eye-communion; C. Slik and R. Tekippe, eds., Art and Architecture of Late Medieval Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and the British Isles, 2 vols. (Leiden, 2005), here, 1:597; C. M. A. Caspers, “Magister Consensus: Wessel Gansfort (1419–1489) and the geistliche Kommunion,” in Northern European Humanism in European Context, 1469–1625, ed. F. Akkerman, A. J. Vanderjagt, and A. H. Laan (Leiden, 1999), 82–98, here, 86; and idem, De eucharistische vroomheid en het feest van sacramentsdag (Leuven, 1992), here, 217 and 271–72. It was also described as manducatio per vision; see H. Schle, Bilder des Corpus Christi: Sakramentaler Realismus von Jan van Eyck bis Hieronymus Bosch (Berlin, 2002), 65 and 199–210.
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